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The rouna table meeting was hela on Wednesday Uctouer 5, 19bb.
The meeting was opened around 9 p. m. Some 40 persons were
present; a fairly large attendance considering the late time
ana the fact that most of the participants had just come back
from tecnnical visits to i8ii3s and hTU. Virtually, all of the
groups involved in plasma propulsion research were represented,
but also many interested people from different areas of
involvement were present and participated very actively in the
discussion.

Tne discussion was briefly introduced by the chairmen who proposed the following themes for discussion:
- Mission Opportunities
- Critical Areas
- Flight Test Opportunities

As an introuuction to the analysis of mission opportunities,
brief review was carried out of the status of the principal
categories of plasma propulsion systems, namely
-

Arcjets

-

hybrid Thrusters
iPD Thrusters

Following

indiccttions emerged during the conterence

a

sessions,

the participants agreed on recognizing the complementarity of
the various concepts (including electrostatic thrusters) in
terms of performance capability and development time.
An interesting fact noted during the discussion was that elctromagnetic thrusters of the PPT type are indeed being used
operationally and have so far performed satisfactorily.
beveral participants from the USA illustrated the current
trends in the UbA and in particular the prospects tor the use
of different types of arcjets for a variety of applications
also in connection with the P1U00 Program.
Prof.

Kuriki illustrated in some cetail the Japanese policy in

the NPu area and the motivations

approach,

for pursuing

the pulsed ri

essentially related to present power limitations,

also gave some

indications on longer term trenus in

and on the possioility to develop a 1 NM space power supply
tnat would open tne way co tne development of steacy state
ri-level ~Uiu thrusters.
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he

tnis area

Dr.
and

information on rPD researci
more detailed
the UbSK; ne also underlineo tnat substan-

Zhurin provided
in
applications

tial
contributions on the subject may be found in boviet journals.
Dr. 'Irippi, from ESA/EbT''C provided details on curopean plans
and

in

particular

on

the

opportunities

pulsion for LEU applications

to

(in particular,

sation on micro-gravity laboratories of
The discussion
then focused on critical
were mentioned and in particular:

use

electric pro-

for drag compen-

the MTFF type).
areas.
iany

aspects

- Electrode processes and materials
-

Arc stabilization

- Performance levels
-

Test facilities/diagnostics

Concerning tne tirst of the above points a particularly
mative contribution was provided oy Pivirotto.
Tne second aspect and tne related
instabilities in Miju thrusters

Choueiri, who

recommended to

infor-

aspects or plasma waves ana
were specifically audressea by

improve

the exchange of

intorma-

tion
with the plasma-physics ambients.
In fact, a few participants from this area explicitly lamented a certain attituce ot
the plasma propulsion people to speak only within themselves.
Many system aspects were also
mentioned in
the discussion;
in
particular:
- Power 6/System
- Thermal control
- Spacecraft/thruster interactions(LMC,b/A degradation, etc.)
- Environmental effects
The discussion
was then briefly
brought to the Flight
Demonstration
issue.
Following similar
remarks provided curing the
conference sessions,
several participants
emphasized the need
for system demonstrations,
as a possible
way to breaK
tne
aemonstration/application catch.
The rounc taule was closed around 11 p. m. all
in all, the discussion carried
out haa a very general character
and did not
enter into
tne details
to specific
concepts and missions. Sut
it
was nevertheless a very intormative, interesting
and participated meeting that
provided useful suggestions,
improved the
understanding of each other's
viewpoints
and approaches and

broadened the opportunities for future cooperation.
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ROUND TABLE MEETING ON ION PROPULSION
A Summary by H Bassner, Space Division, MBB, Ottobrum, FRG.
A R Martin, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, UK
Introduction
The Round Table Meeting on Ion Propulsion held as part of the 20th
International Electric Propulsion Conference at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, FRG
enjoyed an evening of lively and informed discussion and debate on many topics
of current relevance. Some of the proceedings are summarised below. We have
chosen to group the discussion under general topic headings, rather than
report individuals' points of view. This more accurately reflects the fluid
exchange of ideas which took place.
Thrust and Thrust Vector Measurement
The question of thrust measurement for low-thrust propulsion systems was
raised several times during the conference. The propulsion community believes
that the thrust can be calculated accurately from measured parameters (beam
current, exhaust velocity) as long as proper correction is made, for example
by including the effects of divergence. The spacecraft user community is,
however, less sure on this point.
Laboratory measurements of thrust have been carried out in
past
programmes, and the measured and calculated values have agreed within the
errors of the measurement.
As an example of current work, the FEEP test
equipment at ESTEC- has a thrust balance.
The correspondence between the
calculated thrust and the corrected data is about 5%. In practise, thrust
inaccuracies of this magnitude will not be important. The propulsion system
in operational use will fire for a few hours at one node of the orbit, and
then a few hours at the other node. Errors in thrust of a few percent will be
easily detected by the AOCS, and can simply be corrected at a future system
firing by varying the thrusting time.
There is a difference recognised, however, between an operational system,
where the spacecraft is kept where it should be, and an operational test,
where measurement of the thrust is needed to verify system performance. In
this respect, it is often forgotten that previous test flights (the American
SERT-II mission and the Japanese ETS-III, as examples) produced very good
agreement between thrust measured in orbit (by a variety of methods) and
calculated thrust.
An updating and review of data such as these would be a
useful contribution to the debate.
A related problem, that of thrust vector measurement, is of more
importance. Future requirements for spacecraft, such as the laser alignment
system proposed for ESA's SAT-2 spacecraft, may demand the knowledge of the
propulsion system thrust vector to accuracies of the order of 0.1 degrees.
Current measurement techniques can resolve the vector to 1 degree, and a
requirement ten times more accurate may be a practical impossibility.
Knowledge of spacecraft mass properties, moments of inertia and centre of mass
misalignments are also contributory factors to this problem. Sophisticated
ground-based software will be necessary to determine these data, adding extra
complications to the problem.
use

One solution, proposed for SAT-2 as with other systems in the past, is to
a 2-axis gimbal system. This, however, is complicated and needs extra
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software, as well as hardware, to be installed on the spacecraft.
knowledge of the thrust vector would be preferable by far.

Accurate

Power Supply Reliability
The possible improvements to be gained in power supply reliability by
reducing the parts counts in the systems were discussed, trading off fewer
parts with the complexity of modern components and their possible worse
failure rates.
Systems designed at present use the minimum number of voltages required,
and it is difficult to see scope for improvement here. The circuit complexity
and dynamic characteristics are different in each case. However, if the
requirements on the stability of the exhaust velocity can be relaxed, then the
complexity of regulation circuits can also be relaxed, and this approach does
offer possibilities.
In the USA parts counts have been reduced dramatically by specifying a
thrust regulation of ± 5%.
It is not considered important to have fine
regulation, in part because of correction schemes such as those discussed
above. Parameter sensing on the primary side of transformers, rather than the
secondary, is then possible and this simplifies circuits. Also, the use of a
single set point for operation is important.
Using such techniques, power
supplies with as few as 600 parts have been achieved, compared to the more
usual several thousand, with an increase of reliability and an achieved thrust
regulation of + 1%, much better than the specification.
Care should be taken, however, that this approach is not taken too far,
leading to a decrease in reliability. While current trends are to save as
much system mass as possible, and increases in the dry mass may appear to work
against the use of electric propulsion, very large propellent savings of the
order of hundreds of kilograms are envisaged. If this is put into the full
equation, and the total system advantage is analysed, then a few kilograms in
dry mass to ensure reliability is well justified.
Low-Cost Orbital Life Tests
The subject of possible low-cost orbital test flights was aired, bearing
in mind the move towards the provision of (relatively) low-cost access to
space for modest experimental payloads.
The main disadvantage seen here was that of risking a failure on such a
flight test because not enough emphasis had been placed on reliability.
The
proper level of qualified hardware must be used, even though to insist on full
qualification procedures may mean that not enough money is available. Failure
rates must be calculated and taken into account, and these will always be
larger if partially qualified components are used. If a test flight fails,
then the perception of the users will be that electric propulsion is not
reliable, whatever the reasons behind the failure, and the propulsion
community may not be given a second chance.
A connected issue is that the more representative the test is , then the
more it will be taken seriously. This implies that the test vehicle must have
sufficient instrumentation to measure relevant parameters such as beam
divergence, contamination, EMC, etc. This in itself drives any flight test
away from a low-cost solution.
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The Philosophy of System Verification
The
flown as
different
compared
question
community

people who have to be persuaded that electric propulsion should be
a spacecraft system are the programme managers. They often have a
set of criteria to be satisfied before accepting a system, as
to the questions that technical managers ask. This raises the
of the philosophy of system verification, and whether the propulsion
are responding in the correct manner.

Such issues as whether, after months of integration and
systems
operation and functional checks, the propulsion system will switch on and
perform correctly after launch are fundamental to the acceptance of electric
propulsion.
In part, managers' reservations are a matter of intuitive
feeling. One can envisage solar panels deploying, as a concept, but can't see
ion thrusters operating. User education may be of help here, allowing them to
see thruster tests in progress, and to push the start button and observe the
start-up sequence.
Also on the topic of education, a review of in-orbit experience to
convince managers that electric propulsion is safe would again be of use here.
A lot of thrusters have been flown and the data base on electromagnetic
interference, contamination, reliability, etc. is now quite large. These
experiences should be distilled and presented to the correct audience, and not
to the propulsion community.
A related theme, discussed in several places during the round table, was
the question of double standards between chemical and electric systems, and
whether
the latter were being called upon to satisfy more stringent
specifications and objectives. As an example, analyses have indicated that
permitted levels of impurities (including metals) in chemical propellants are
higher than contamination expected from electrical systems.
The latter is
still expressed as of great concern to spacecraft users, however. While it is
always difficult to win the battle over the use of new technology, in the face
of established practise, an educational process between all parties involved
is necessary.
Primary Propulsion Issues
One of the first questions to be tackled by the Round Table was that of
whether the propulsion community should differentiate between primary and
secondary (auxiliary) propulsion.
Primary may not automatically
imply
interplanetary missions or clusters of thrusters. Columbus components at 300500 km altitude will require drag compensation forces of 50-500 mN.
The
requirement in this application is for very low levels of microgravity for
payload users, and this should be the important factor to differentiate
between systems.
While primary will always imply a large impulse and
secondary a lower level, a confusing impression is given and perhaps we should
only refer to electric propulsion thrusters and electric propulsion modules.
The view was also expressed that the propulsion community should not wait
for mission planners to come up with ideas. Suggestions should be generated
from the electric propulsion side, as had taken place in several of the papers
at the conference. Organisations such as ESA's Space Science Directorate had
a long menu of missions, and rather than wait until they come to the
propulsion community, we should go to them.
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The

question

of

science project

and

technology

development is

also

If a developed system is not available to support a mission, then
important.
there will not be enough project funding to pay for that development even if
the project is authorised. An example here is Rosetta (CNSR), where the time
has come to start the development of an electric propulsion system if the
mission planners want to have the option of using electric propulsion when the
science mission is approved.
The Round Table concluded with a more long-range speculative discussion
of future uses of high thrust electric propulsion systems, with possible
applications to drag compensation and orbit raising of large space structures,
nuclear electric propulsion systems and the missions that they would enable,
and systems designed to retrieve or de-orbit objects in space which constitute
a hazard to space flight.
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